'Early' thyroid 123I uptake: correction for extrathyroidal neck radioactivity.
Should one correct for extrathyroidal neck radioactivity ('neck background') when interpreting perchlorate discharge test results? A new background correction method was developed using a linear probe. 123I produces photon peaks at two energy levels: 159 keV (gamma-rays) and 28 keV (X-rays), with an attenuation of 15 and 35% per cm water, respectively. If one fixes the position of the subject's neck, radiation from thyroid 123I produces an X/gamma detection ratio (alpha) which is constant and, due to the anterior localization of the thyroid, higher than the ratio (beta) produced by extrathyroidal 123I. These two ratios can be determined in vivo and used to calculate background-corrected and depth-corrected thyroid uptake. In simulation experiments our method was effective so long as the 'gland' was situated close enough to the 'neck' surface for the difference (alpha-beta) to be less than 0.19. Perchlorate discharge tests were performed in five euthyroid subjects who were pretreated with methimazole. The difference (alpha-beta) ranged from 0.27 to 0.36. Uncorrected, the mean discharge was 57% (range 47-66); corrected, it was 92% (range 88-94). In 15 hyperthyroid Graves' patients, with goitres varying from 13 to 63 ml, alpha-beta ranged from 0.22 to 0.40 and was unrelated to goitre size. The contribution of neck background is quantitatively important, especially when thyroid uptake is low; our new method corrects for it, even with large goitres.